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Basic Card – Hi Flip(from Product Flyer)
Supplies used: World Map stamp set; Sweater Weather DSP; Whisper
White, Bermuda Bay, Melon Mambo & Daffodil Delight CS; Bermuda Bay
ink; Bermuda Bay 1/8” Ribbon; Label Card thinlet set; Neutrals Buttons;
stapler, Mini Heart punch.
Run a basic thinlet label card base in Whisper White, with CS cut at 5 ½” x
5 7/8”. Fold carefully into Z fold for “flip action. Cut 2 pieces of DSP –
one at 2 ½” x 5 ½” and ½” x 5 ½”. Adhere strip on front card panel on left
as shown, and adhere other piece inside back panel against fold.
Fold ribbon into thirds and staple to from panel as shown.
Stamp World Map onto Bermuda Bay scrap, and punch out with label
shape in thinlet set. Run through again to cut out “hi” sentiment.
Adhere “hi” to envelope lower right front. Adhere label shape to card flip
front as shown.
Tie yellow cotton to Whisper White button and adhere to sentiment label
with glue dot.
Using larger arrow shape in thinlet set, cut out one each in Bermuda Bay,
Daffodil Delight and Melon Mambo. Adhere arrows to card front as
shown. Punch mini heart from stamped Bermuda Bay scrap and adhere
over Bermuda Bay arrow as shown.

Ornaments Flip Card
Supplies used: Greetings of the Season &
Ornament Keepsakes stamp sets; Old Olive
Cherry Cobbler, Crumb Cake & Whisper White CS;
Season of Style DSP; Silver Glimmer Specialty DSP;
Label Card thinlet set; Labels Collection, Holiday
Ornaments & Ovals Collection framelits; Merry
Mini Punch set; Occasions Piercing Pack; Little
Leaves sizzlet; Regals buttons; White Baker’s
Twine; Cherry Cobbler, Old Olive, Island Indigo
and Early Espresso inks & markers.
Begin by running a label card base at 5 ½” x 8 ½”
through thinlet, pulling extra length up through the thinlet frame so that it doesn’t get cut off. Run through card base
again with smallest label framelit centered over label shape on card, creating a “frame.” Z-fold first three panels in the
classic flip style, then fold last panel up and over the front of the card, using the score line created by the frame as a
guide. Glue down 2 ½” x 5 ¼” DSP to front of this panel, once folded over.
Cut a #3-sized oval from Cherry Cobbler and pierce around edge as desired. Stamp sentiment in Cherry Cobbler onto
Crumb Cake, and cut out with # 2 Oval shape framelit. Pop-dot sentiment over Cherry Cobbler oval. Next cut a length
of white twine and thread a paper needle with it. Aligning carefully, HOLD sentiment panel down over card front, so
that the label-shaped opening is fully covered. Holding in place with your thumb, pierce paper and SEW red button to
left side of sentiment panel so that it will hold the card closed. Trim short tail at button back, and then, opening card,
thread longer tail through label-shaped frame. Thread onto the twine length silver stars, Cherry Cobbler Ornaments and
Old Olive trees from Merry Mini Punches. Draping carefully, tie free end of twine to right edge of card as shown (you
can use a mini hole punch of you prefer) and trim loose end. Refolding card, and aligning carefully, glue down sentiment
panel to right hand panel of CLOSED card ONLY, tucking edge under button. Tuck a Little Leaves spray underneath as
shown. Using markers, ink up ornaments and stamp onto Whisper White scrap, stamping off onto envelope front as you
go. Cut out ornament shapes and adhere to card front and inside as shown.

Mini Flip Album

The Mini Flip Album is made by adhering 3 shortened Circle Card
panels together, with an extra panel on the end. The whole stack
can be held closed with a ribbon, as shown. CASE’d from Shelli
Gardner!
Supplies used: Yippee-Skippee! stamp set; Crumb Cake, Pool Party,
Early Espresso, Calypso Coral, Gumball Green, Daffodil Delight &
Very Vanilla CS; Epic Day This & That DSP; Circle Card thinlet set;
Circles Collection framlits; Large Scallop, Adorning Accents &
Finishing Touches edgelits; Epic Day Washi Tape; 2 ½” Circle, 1”
Square (for flagging DSP banners) & Slot (retired) Punches; Baker’s
Twine in coordinating color of your choice (I used Calypso Coral);
Sycamore Street ¼” Satin in Pool Party; Early Espresso ink.
Begin by cutting 3 Circle card bases in Crumb Cake at 6 ½” x 3 7/8”, centering vertically around Circle shape, and
threading excess length through frame so that an extra tab stays connected. (All pieces cut and provided for you in
class!) Z-fold card bases carefully, folding extra tab to the BACK. Adhere each base together using extra tab, and add
final panel of 4 ¼” x 3 7/8” at remaining tab. For fun, you can try flipping the card bases horizontally so that they fold in
slightly different places – be creative with the use of the tabs, or add in extra tabs if needed!
Using various punches and edgelits, start decorating. Add smaller DSP circles and sentiment scallop circle to flip circle
fronts as shown, and solid CS circles to flip backs. Don’t forget to washi! Add DSP panels to right sides of back panels,
accented with CS strips. Flag punch DSP strips, and adhere so that one end hangs off at the center panel, or sew down
with machine as shown. Scatter cut shapes and sentiments as shown. Tie Baker’s Twine accent to front cover panel,
after adhering a Finishing Touch accent in CS first. Remember to leave room for pictures!

